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The Sundance film festival unveiled plans Wednesday to
screen premieres at drive-ins and arthouse theaters across
the United States and online, as the movie industry contin-

ues to adapt to the crippling effects of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Co-founded by actor-director Robert Redford some four decades
ago and known for introducing indie classics from Quentin Taran-
tino’s debut “Reservoir Dogs” to the Oscar-winning “Whiplash,”
Sundance typically takes place each January and February in the

mountains of western state of Utah. But with theaters closed
across much of the nation and a deadly third wave of the disease
showing little sign of abating, festivals have become just one key
element of the film industry upended by the crisis.

Utah has suffered over 200,000 infections including 900
deaths, with Governor Gary Herbert declaring a state of emer-
gency last month as new daily cases hit record levels. “Even under
these impossible circumstances artists are still finding paths to
make bold and vital work in whatever ways they can,” said festival
director Tabitha Jackson. Online screenings and socially-dis-
tanced premieres at venues from California to New York “gives
us the opportunity to reach new audiences, safely, where they
are,” she added. A theater in the festival’s traditional Park City,
Utah home, along with two drive-ins in the Los Angeles area, are
scheduled to host physical events featuring artists, while online
premieres will be followed by live virtual Q&As.

This year, major summer and fall festivals-with the exception
of Venice-scrapped most of their physical events, or in the case
of Cannes and Telluride were canceled entirely.  Toronto-North
America’s largest movie gathering-took place largely online. The
shortened Sundance festival will run from January 28 through Feb-
ruary 3. Its lineup of 70-plus movies is yet to be announced, but
may include films eligible for next year’s delayed Oscars which are
set to take place on April 25. — AFP

Sundance festival unveils screenings 
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In this file photo President and Founder of the Sundance Institute,
Robert Redford, attends the opening day press conference to kick-
off the 2016 Sundance Film Festival in Park City, Utah. — AFP 

The 18-year-old singer revealed she got inked with a
mystery design earlier this year but she insisted it’s
not something anyone else will get to see. Speaking

in her annual Vanity Fair video interview, she said: “I did get
a tattoo... You won’t ever see it.” While Billie had a lot of her
plans for the year disrupted due to the coronavirus pan-
demic, she’s had a very productive few months as she and
her brother Finneas O’Connell have written 16 new songs
and she’s grown more confident in her abilities. She said: “I
have made and created things that I don’t think I would have
ever created. I feel so much more confident in my writing. I
feel like I know myself better...I love it [songwriting] so much
more, I actually really do it enjoy now and I do feel I’m
pretty good at it now, to be honest with you.” And her long
break has made Billie more positive about the idea of being
able to perform live. She said: “I never thought I wouldn’t
be able to do shows someday. — Bang Showbiz
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The New Normal
By Engineer Yousef AL-Samhan
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terior Design and contracting Co.

For sure, we are living in a moment of big changes. In addi-
tion, what is for sure is that our spaces became the protag-
onists of the particular moment we are living in. Needless to

say, this is going to change the way we live in our homes, the way
we work in our offices and the way we manage our companies,
as well as the way we design them. So, the question we are trying
to reply today is: How will the pandemic affect our spaces and
how will be the new normal living style? Due to the coronavirus
outbreak, the Milan Design Week 2020 has been postponed to
2021. Most of the trends and designs we saw last year, however,
still relevant in 2020 and most probably it will be accelerated until
the next year 2021.

In this article, we will list some of the interior design trends
that we expect to spread in the future because of the impact of
this current crisis, which should help us live our lives in the New
Normal Way that will be the natural way of life. Including design
trends for homes, which will have a large share of our focus as
designers and interior design consultants in the current and future
period, and we mention from these directions the following: 

1) The strong focus on comfort elements due to what we have
experienced together from the experience of staying at home for
very long periods.

2) We see that isolating the entrance area of the house has be-
come a necessity to get rid of everything we have upon our return
from shopping or work, as it will be the main cleansing area and
the first line of defense for your space. 

3) Paying attention to the work space in our houses (home
office).

4) Privacy and sound insulation, most of us discovered this im-
portant point recently and that many of us do not have the mini-
mum audio privacy in his space, especially when talking on the
phone or working from home and conducting online interviews.

5) The use of anti-bacterial materials in home furniture.
6) The healthier area, and focus on having green interior

spaces.
7) We will not forget about central control and its good distri-

bution over space and smart space as well.
8) Maintain only practical and important pieces and dispose

of those occupying spaces unnecessarily.
9) Good natural ventilation and lighting and its natural sources.
Moreover, of no less importance than the home is the work-

space as an office, company headquarters, or our own project,
and there are several things that will be Normal in any workspace
that will make you and your employees feel safe within the work
area and we will list them to you as follows: 

1) The most spacious and one-way corridors to reduce direct
friction between employees or clients.

2) Ventilation and air purification will be among the things that
cannot be overlooked in workspaces.

3) Use of antibacterial and antimicrobial materials in office and
corporate furniture.

4)  Focusing on providing all means of technologies that allow
remote work and interviews with clients without the need for their
personal presence.

5)  Natural lighting and sunlight will be an intuitive thing and
priority for any designer.

6) The new arrangement and redistribution of workspaces in
a manner that gives more privacy to each employee.

7) Avoid using shared workspaces, so the designer’s experi-
ence comes to how to solve this point, with available space, no
matter how limited.

8) Providing medical protection facilities within the reach of
all those in the area.

Do not worry and leave it to us, it is our duty to provide you
with ideas and designs that make your spaces a truly safe and
beautiful place and reflect the personality of each of you.

Jennifer Lopez and Alex Rodriguez have postponed their wed-
ding twice. The couple had originally planned to tie the knot in
Italy over the summer but the big day was cancelled due to the

coronavirus pandemic, and now the ‘On the Floor’ hitmaker has re-
vealed the global health crisis also forced them to axe another cer-
emony. She told ‘Access’: “You know, we’ve talked about so many
different things cause we had to cancel the wedding last year be-
cause of COVID, because of the quarantine, and we actually did it
twice, which people don’t know, where we had it in different times.
“First one cancelled and then second one cancelled as well... We
kind of have let it go for a second.” But Jennifer insisted she and the
retired baseball star - who popped the question in March 2019 -
are in no rush to get hitched. She said: “I think we just feel like, ‘Let’s
just wait it out’. There’s no rush. We’re good. Everything’s cool. It
will happen when the time is right. “I feel like it’s not a huge priority
to go and have a big wedding right now. — BangShowbiz
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